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Week 1(a) – Law as a Profession 

Dal Pont – Ethics and Professionalism 

What is the nature of ‘legal ethics?’ 

 ‘Legal ethics’ are the particular ethical principles adopted by the legal profession. ‘Ethics’ and 
‘morality’ are not the same – morality differs between societies, while ethics is the capacity to 
choose the values that are meaningful.  

 ‘Legal ethics’ is an oxymoron – ‘legal’ implies mandatory rules whereas ‘ethics’ connotes 
discretionary rules. 

 
Confluence between ‘ethics’ and ‘legal ethics’ 

 Central to professional responsibility is honesty in members of the legal profession. 

 Lawyers need to prioritise competing ethical virtues – the ‘paramount’ duty of the lawyer to the 
administration of justice serves as a yardstick for this ethical ordering, but does not always dictate 
an easily attainable solution. 

o Apply moral philosophies i.e. teleological theory (utilitarianism) and deontology which 
argues actions are independent of its consequences but are in relation to a system of rules. 

 To the extent that ethical behaviour encompasses unselfishness and self-restraint it translates into 
the legal sphere not only through claims to status as a professional but in the strict application of 
fiduciary law in lawyer’s dealings with clients. Fiduciary duties aim to promote loyalty, in a manner 
to foster what is called ‘disinterested altruism.’  

 
Law as a profession 

 Three common attributes of a profession:  
(a) special skill and learning  
(b) public service as the principle goal  
(c) autonomy or self-regulation. 

 Debate whether the practice of law continues to deserve the status and privileges that are part of 
professionalism. 

 
(a) Special skill and learning 
 

 Entry to the legal profession is restricted by academic and practical requirements – therefore, a 
virtual monopoly on legal work as those who do not meet these requirements are prohibited by 
statute from carrying out legal work for reward. 

 Entry restrictions function to foster public confidence as those who practice law have an 
understanding that exceeds the understanding of the general public. 

 However, due to the high costs of legal services, there have been calls to deprive the legal 
profession of its monopoly on legal work by permitting others to carry out legal tasks of a ‘routine’ 
or ‘simple’ nature. 

 The Trade Practices Commission concluded that the profession was beset by restrictive practices 
that prevented vigorous competition and that It was ‘over-regulated and in urgent need of 
comprehensive reform’. 

 
(b) Public service 
 

 Distinction between a trade, business or occupation and a profession has been phrased in terms of 
public service. 

 Street CJ in Re Foster: ‘A trade or business is an occupation in which the primary object is the 
pursuit of pecuniary gain. Honesty and honourable dealing are, of course, expected from every 
man, whether he is engaged in professional practice or in any other gainful occupation. But in a 
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profession, pecuniary success is not the only goal. Service is the ideal, and the earning of 
remuneration must always be subservient to this purpose’. 

 The perception that lawyers are more interested in their own financial benefit than the interests of 
their clients and the community has prompted ‘lawyer-bashing’. 

 The advent of the mega-firm is considered a serious threat to public service and the concept of 
professionalism – best graduates go to large firms where time charging is the rule coupled with a 
mercantile attitude that lets the client dictate the course of disputes. 

 Law today is more about business than it is about the values of professionalism. 

 Question whether professional associations such as law societies can properly regulate and control 
these new, corporate, professional service elite, and whether this role should be entrusted to 
governmental bodies. 

 
(c) Self-regulation or autonomy 
 

 Issue in ‘professionalism’ is ‘the belief that people who have expertise to provide services ought to 
be entrusted with a substantial measure of control over these services and the working conditions 
in which they are provided.’ 

 Legal profession has resisted attempts at external regulation, arguing the government does not 
understand the dynamics of the legal process and could undermine the crucial independence of the 
adversarial system. 

 However, counter-argument is that if autonomy without accountability spells absolute power and 
potential corruption, which then reduces public confidence in those institutions. 

 Professional bodies, such as law societies, perform the conflicting roles of both representative and 
regulator e.g. Legal Service Commissioner appointed. 

- Model rules r 21: a practitioner in all of the practitioner’s dealings with other practitioners must 
take all reasonable care to maintain the integrity and reputation of the legal profession by ensuring 
that the practitioner’s communications are courteous and that the practitioner avoids offensive or 
provocative language.  

- Frequent complaints to OLSC involve allegations of discourtesy, r 25: a practitioner in all of the 
practitioner’s dealings must take all reasonable care to maintain the integrity and reputation of the 
legal profession by ensuring that the practitioner’s communications are courteous ad that the 
practitioner avoids offensive or provocative language.  

 
Impact on Profession of Changes in Legal System 
 

 Opening up legal or quasi-legal work to non-lawyers places the profession in direct competition, 
not only with its own members, but with others. 

 However, increased competition will provide public benefit through lower costs. 

 The Hilmer Report recommended that the competitive conduct rules in Pt IV of the Trade Practices 
Act 1974 (Cth) be extended to include all non-incorporated businesses, thereby opening up the 
conduct of law firms to the scrutiny of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. 

 The main provisions of the Trade Practices Act that affect lawyers are those dealing with anti-
competitive arrangements, chiefly price fixing and third line forcing. 

Barrister Rules 1 – 7 (Preamble) 

These Rules are made in the belief that: 
1. The administration of justice in New South Wales is best served by reserving the practice of law to 

officers of the Supreme Court who owe their paramount duty to the administration of justice. 
2. As legal practitioners, barristers must maintain high standards of professional conduct. 
3. The role of barristers as specialist advocates in the administration of justice requires them to act 

honestly, fairly, skilfully, diligently and bravely. 
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4. Barristers owe duties to the courts, to other bodies and persons before whom they appear, to their 
clients, and to their barrister and solicitor colleagues. 

5. Barristers should exercise their forensic judgements and give their advice independently and for 
the proper administration of justice, notwithstanding any contrary desires of their clients. 

6. The provision of advocates for those who need legal representation is better secured if there is a 
Bar whose members: 

(a) must accept briefs to appear regardless of their personal prejudices; 
(b) must not refuse briefs to appear except on proper professional grounds; and 
(c) compete as specialist advocates with each other and with other legal practitioners as 

widely and as often as practicable. 
7. Barristers should be free to choose how they lawfully practise as barristers except only in those 

cases where the unchecked exercise of that freedom would threaten harm to the greater public 
interest that barristers' conduct be honourable, diligent, especially skilled, disinterested and 
competitive and that access to barristers' services be enhanced. 

 
In other words 

- Society is best served by keeping legal issues to be dealt with by lawyers. Tries to monopolise the 
profession to those who practice law.  

- As legal practitioners, barristers must maintain high standards of professional conduct. 
- The role of barristers as specialists  ‘bravely’ can be seen to take a more ‘risk-taking’ notion. 
- Barristers owe duties  Look for a hierarchy of duties, list in order of who barristers owe their 

duties to. Also it justifies the rationale for having a system of differences between barristers and 
solicitors. 

- Ties in with the administration of justice. 
- Encourages competition between barristers and competition with society. 

 
The code governing solicitors is the Statement of Ethics – Law Society of NSW (2009):  

 The true profession of law is based on an ideal of honourable service. We acknowledge the role of 
our profession in serving our community in the administration of justice. We recognise that the law 
should protect rights and freedoms of members of society.  

 We understand that we are responsible to our community to observe high standards of conduct 
and behaviour when we perform our duties to the courts, our clients and our fellow practitioners. 
Our conduct should reflect the character we aspire to have as a profession.  

- We primarily serve the interests of justice. 
- We act competently and diligently in the service of our clients. 
- We advance our client’s interests above our own. 
- We act confidentially and in the protection of all client’s information. 
- We act together for the mutual benefit of our profession. 
- We observe strictly our duty to the Court of which we are officers to ensure the proper and 

efficient administration of justice. 
- We seek to maintain the highest standards of integrity, honesty and fairness in all our dealings. 
- We charge fairly for our work. 

 
Parker, ‘Competing Images of the Legal Profession: Competing Regulatory Strategies’  

 

 Two basic paradigms of the legal profession 
1) Traditionalist – portrayal of lawyers as a learned, independent community of specialists 

who must be trusted to govern themselves. 
2) Reformist – market approach sees the profession as an inherently self-serving monopoly 

protected by ideology and a lack of accountability. 

 A more effective interpretation of the legal profession draws on both images. 
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Theories 
 
Conspiratorial Cartel Theory 

 Lawyers, like other professionals, have asserted a right to self-regulate without institutionalized 
accountability, and are immune from externally enforced reforms relating to competition or 
consumer concerns  

 Competition reformers see the profession as a cartel which: 

 Extracts monopoly rents and privileges through self-over-regulation 

 Procures restrictive rules and practices which erect barriers to entry 

 Institutionalises anti-competitive practices such as price fixing 

 Prohibits normal competitive conduct such as advertising 

 Johnson: Professions are organizational groups organized to maximize their power by claiming the 
status of ‘profession’ and the privileges that go with it 

 Larson: The most important strategy is the control of professional education so that the profession 
holds a collective monopoly on knowledge or expertise, as well as the supply of producers 

 
Community of Competence Theory 

 Goode: Restrictive rules are necessary to protect clients because work undertaken cannot 
competently be judged to be proper (Informational asymmetry = only the seller of the service 
knows the quality of the service provided) 

 Functionalists argue that because of such informational asymmetry professionals must be trusted 
to self-regulate 

 Regulation is therefore characterised as a social bargain of trust – the profession takes on the 
burden of self-regulation in return for client trust, higher remuneration and social status, and 
protection from interference, supervision and competition 

o Failure to self-regulate appropriately would mean a loss of prestige and community 
autonomy 

o Means the profession as a whole will be motivated to organize, regulate and socialize 
individuals to serve and not exploit clients 

o The idea is that when a practitioner identifies sufficiently with his or her professional 
community, he or she is naturally likely to follow the ethical norms of the profession 

 Key Issue: What type of norms does the profession instill in its members, and whether the social 
bargain is sufficient to ensure self-regulation occurs in the public rather than the profession’s 
interest? 

 
Ambiguities 

 Regulatory policies ought to respond explicitly to the ambiguities that scholarly theorizing 
describes. Normative discourses that rely on either self-regulation or enforced competition and 
accountability reform alone are generally too blunt to address such complexity 

 
Segmentation 

 The profession is profoundly segmented, with different segments having different interests and 
concerns. Examples: 

 Barristers and solicitors conflicting over allowing solicitors to be advocates in court 

 Conflict over licensed non-lawyer conveyancers 

 Small firms feel left out of professional self-governance and would rather disciplinary issues 
be dealt with by an independent body rather than elitist professional associations 

 Heinz & Laumann: Profession can be split into two ‘hemispheres’ according to those who represent 
large organizations (corporations, unions, governments) and those who represent individuals. 
Organisational clients will exercise much more control over their lawyers than individual clients and 
there is evidence to suggest that commercial clients have forced their lawyers to become more 
competitive 
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Ambiguous Culture of Legal Professionalism 

 Culture of legal professionalism is aimed neither solely at justifying economic self-interest nor at 
public-regarding ethics 

 Halliday: The status and power of the profession does not solely depend on economic power, but 
on the ability of the profession to convince society that it has legitimate expert and moral authority 
in certain areas 

 Chicago Bar Association voluntarily ceded responsibility for disciplinary functions to restore the 
reputation of the profession → maintenance of self-regulation was not as important as the 
maintenance of a good reputation 

 
Knowledge 

 Freidson: Professionals gain power over a multiplicity of issues through claims to knowledge that 
are accepted as legitimate by society 

 As long as there are specialist legal workers, they will have the potential to exercise at least some 
power derived from their knowledge. 

Civility and Professionalism – Standards of Courtesy and Addendum, T Gordon 

Introduction 
 

 Spigelman CJ – society on the whole is witnessing a general deterioration in manners and respect. 

 Between 2000 and 2006, OLSC received 523 complaints alleging practitioner rudeness. 
 
The rules in NSW 
 

 Rule 25 of NSW Revised Profession Conduct and Practice Rules: ‘A practitioner, in all of the 
practitioner’s dealings with other practitioners, must take all reasonable care to maintain the 
integrity and reputation of the legal profession by ensuring that the practitioner’s communications 
are courteous and that the practitioner avoids offensive or provocative language or conduct’. 

 Under clause 175 of the Legal Profession Regulation 2005, statutory obligation to refrain from 
discriminatory or harassing behaviour.  

 

 Only three cases over last 40 years in which the disciplinary tribunal/committee has considered the 
behaviour of a practitioner on grounds of discourtesy. 

 
Conclusion 
 
In compliance with that conduct rule a practitioner should according to the Australian and overseas case 
law, refrain from the following conduct: 

1. Use offensive or provocative language including swearing at a client or fellow practitioner 
2. Discriminate against a client or a fellow practitioner 
3. Physically intimidate, threaten or assault a fellow practitioner or a client 
4. Physically intimidate, threaten or assault a witness 
5. Make statements during proceedings that are disrespectful or allege dishonesty and impropriety to 

the court or fellow practitioners 
6. Use offensive and intimidatory language in correspondence to fellow practitioners, clients or 

opposing parties 
7. Use offensive and intimidatory language in correspondence towards investigating authorities 
8. Sexual misconduct 

 
Legal Profession Act 2004: significant reform. Everyone becomes admitted as a lawyer under the Legal 
Profession Act, if you want to practices as a solicitor or a barrister you need to receive your practising 
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certificate from the Law Society whereas if you intend to practise solely as a barrister then you will need to 
get your practicing certificate from the Bar Association.  

Kirby ‘Legal Professional Ethics in Times of Change’ 

Justice Kirby highlights in his speech on legal professional ethics in times of change the teaching of ethics or 
professional responsibility at law school is a contentious issue and how and when law students are exposed 
to these issues is important. The culture of your law school and the extent to which and manner in which 
you are exposed to ethical issues in the course of your degree arguably will impact on your notion of legal 
professionalism. 

- Also raises questions about whether ethical behavior can be imposed on a professional group or is 
ethical behaviour an individual choice.  

- Note also Ross comments that students see such courses as impractical because it teaches what 
you can’t do not what you can do. 

 
Other notes: 

- End of June 2008 the Australian legal services sector employed 99,696 people. There were 15,326 
businesses and organisations engaged in providing legal services or legal support services.  

- Of these 5,154 were barrister or employed by barristers, 5,108 were employed in community legal 
services including legal aid, 4,514 worked in the offices of Government as solicitors or public 
prosecutors and 84,921 worked in other ‘legal’ services including private law firms. 

- The legal services sector generated income of $18 bn during the 2007-08 financial year and 
contributed $10.9 bn to the national economy.  
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Week 1(b) – Structure of the Legal Profession 
 
Ross – Chapter 4: ‘Structure’ 

 
The legal structure in England has a great influence on Australia. The structural characteristics of the 
English profession: 

- Divided profession i.e. inability to be a barrister and a solicitor at the same time. 
- Boundaries between different groups fixed by defined incompatibilities preventing the undertaking 

of specific tasks i.e. prohibition of barristers undertaking commercial activities. 
- The exercise of strong control over its members by enforcing ethical standards i.e. control of ethical 

behaviour by senior members and use of general, unexpressed standards.  
 
Attempts to achieve fusion in NSW have all been unsuccessful in 1931 (opposed by judges), 1982 (opposed 
by the bar and the Law Society), 1993 (opposed by the bar) and culminating in the new Legal Profession Act 
(2004). 

 The regulation of the legal profession and the delivery of legal services is a state not a federal 
responsibility  hence the LPA is a NSW legislation with application in NSW. 

 Professional Structures have a profound influence on the ethical behaviour of lawyers. 
Recommendations in 1982 by the NSW Law Reform Commission to abolish the rigid division and 
replace it with a more flexible structure did not become law because of strong opposition from the 
Law Society and the bar. Though when the recommendations were made again in 1993, the 
government passed most of the recommendations, though the division of the profession remained.  

 
The advantages of having a separate bar: 

 Leads to the development of a group of specialist advocates who are free from conflicting interests 

 Maintaining independence and objectivity 

 Providing ready access to non-specialist solicitors 

 Oversight of barristers by solicitors 
 
The disadvantages of having a separate bar: 

 Frequent unnecessary use of two lawyers leading to duplication 

 Omission and confusion of function 

 Lack of freedom and incentive for lawyers 
 
The latest legislative amendments abolished the solicitor’s monopoly over conveyancing and probate work 
and the barrister’s monopoly over higher-court advocacy. It allowed: 

 Direct access to barristers from clients (LPA s 83) 

 Common admission to legal practice as a lawyer (LPA s 31) and then election as to whether one 
wishes to practise as a barrister or a solicitor. 

 The right of a barrister to choose a solicitor advocate as junior 

 The right of a barrister to be in partnership with a solicitor (LPA ss 165, 167) although barrister’s 
rules can stop this. 

 The right to contingent fees (s 323) but not on a percentage basis. 

 Newly constituted advisory council with 5 lay people to review structure and functions of the legal 
profession and to advise in relation to standards, advertising and general regulation of the 
profession. 

 Independent Legal Services Commissioner to deal with complaints against any lawyer but leaves 
some power to the existing system. 

 The right of a barrister or solicitor to advertise (LPA s 84) (recommendations showed that existing 
legislation regarding false, misleading or deceptive advertising was sufficient) 
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National Legal Profession Reform Taskforce Paper  

 On 5 February 2009, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed that further work needs 
to be done to nationalise regulation of the legal profession in Australia. Although improvements 
have been made in recent years, regulation of the legal profession remains overly complex and 
inconsistent with each State and Territory applying different sets of rules. 

 Hon Robert McClelland MP, has established a Taskforce to prepare draft legislation by April 2010 to 
uniformly regulate the legal profession across Australia. The two primary objectives are: 
1. to prepare nationally uniform legislation and 
2. to recommend the regulatory structures that will be required to achieve uniformity of 

regulatory practice.  

 The Attorney-General has created a Taskforce to deliver this new regulatory framework, and an 
officer-level working group is assisting the Taskforce with the provision of policy advice and 
secretariat support.  

 The Attorney-General has also established a Consultative Group to advise and assist the Taskforce 
in its work.  

 Throughout this process, the Taskforce will also be seeking input from affected and interested 
parties, to ensure that the model developed reflects the best outcome for both the legal industry 
and consumers of legal services. 

 
- The Barrister’s Rules (BR): BR 71-81 are relevant for this section 
- Legal Profession Act 2004 (NSW): Chapter 2 is relevant and deals with general requirements for 

engaging in legal practice. In particular part 2.6 titled ‘Incorporated legal practices and 
multidisciplinary partnerships’ is relevant to this section.  
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Week 2(a) Regulation of the Legal profession 

What is regulated? 

 The matters which are of key concern in regulating the legal profession are: 

 Admission – Chapter 2 LPA 2004 

 Complaints – Chapter 4 LPA 2004 

 Discipline – Chapter 4 LPA 2004 

 Relationships – duties such as paramount duty to the court 

 Ethical standards – how we exercise discretion in conducting cases and undertaking legal 
work 

 Professional Standards – need to take out practicing certificates and renewing legal 
regulation etc. 

 Structural Aspects 

 Advertising 

 Costs 

How is the Legal Profession Regulated? 

There are three principal sources of lawyer’s professional responsibility: 
1. General Law: governs most incidents of lawyers’ relationships with their clients, the court and third 

parties. This will also overlap with contractual duties, tort, equity and fiduciary obligations. 
 Between lawyer and client: fiduciary obligations – confidentiality, contract and duty of care. 
 Between lawyer and third parties: torts, contract and equity 
 Between lawyer and the Court 

2. Statute: the legal profession legislation in each jurisdiction establishes bodies that govern and 
regulate the profession, prescribes disciplinary processes and establishes the parameters of legal 
practice. 

o Standing Committee of Attorney-Generals sought to develop a level of uniformity 
between jurisdictions. A set of Model Laws released in 2004 (amended again in 2006) 
were intended to form the foundation for uniform legislation regulating the legal 
profession in each jurisdiction. The aim of uniformity according to the Law Council of 
Australia’s Statement on National Practice is to: 

 Encourage competition leading to greater choice and benefits for consumers 
 Enable integrated delivery of legal services which is commensurate with 

existing and future market demand for legal services 
 Streamline State and Territory regulation to allow lawyers to practice 

‘seamlessly’ within Australia 
 Enable Australian law firms to compete nationally and internationally  

3. Professional Rules: traditionally professional bodies would draft rules of professional practice for 
their members. More recently, these rules have been granted a statutory foundation. 

- The Legal Profession Act 2004 (NSW) s 711 Legal professional rules are binding on Australian 
legal practitioners and Australian-registered foreign lawyers to whom they apply. 

- The Legal Profession Act 2004 (NSW) s 712 Legal profession rules do not have effect to the 
extent that they are inconsistent with this Act or the regulations. 

 
The 2004 legislative changes in NSW in the form of the Legal Profession Act 2004 (NSW) sought to foster 
many of the ideas in the Model Laws establishing bodies that regulate the profession, prescribes 
disciplinary procedures, establishes parameters for legal practice and casts on lawyers various obligations 
to clients which include trust accounting and costs disclosure and recovery. 

- Office of the legal Services Commissioner (OLSC) was established by the amended to the Legal 
Profession Act 1987 (NSW). 
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- The Commissioner’s office co-regulates legal practitioners with the Law Society of NSW 
(professional body for solicitors) and the NSW Bar Association (professional body for barristers). 
The Commissioner is independent of the Professional Associations. 

- The OLSC’s main role is to ensure that legal practitioners abide by their ethical and other 
professional obligations when providing services to the public. The OLSC can take disciplinary 
action against legal practitioners and help resolve problems between practitioners and other 
members of the community. 

 
Self-regulation is very important to the profession as the legal profession determines its own rules and 
have their own disciplinary process. This is an issue because of the reputation of the profession from the 
outside, with a general impression that lawyers do act unethically.  

- ‘Professional self-regulation is logical and efficient. The legal profession is NSW has demonstrated 
throughout its history that it is capable of setting and enforcing compliance with high standards of 
professional practice’ Law Society of NSW 

 
Consider whether to self-regulate or not to self-regulate? 

- Differentiate the issues that can be regulated from the outside i.e. billing and those which are best 
regulated within the profession i.e. functions of the legal profession. These functions shouldn’t be 
affected by subjective aspects such as morality.  

- Note reasons for and against. 
 
The legal profession: 

1. Law Council of Australia – formed in 1983: 
o Represents the interests of the profession 
o Promotes administration of justice 
o Consumer function – promoting improved access to the law. 

2. Australian Bar Association – formed in 1962: represent the interest of the Barristers, puts forward 
arguments to Government and membership is from the State Bars. 

3. Law Society of NSW: 
o Can intervene where a legal practice is not complying with regulation. 
o They do not have non-lawyer representation. 
o Represent their members with the government and the judiciary.  

4. Office of the Legal Commissioner: power to receive, investigate and oversee the handling of 
complaints. 

Purpose of Professional Rules 

 Serve as a Standard of Conduct in Disciplinary Proceedings  They are ‘a reliable and important 
indicator of the accepted opinion of the members of the profession’ (Chamberlain v Australian 
Capital Territory Law Society). However, they ‘cannot supplant legal principles as set out in judicial 
decisions’ (Canada South Petroleum v Amoco Canada Petroleum). 
 Can be used as a standard of reference for courts assessing lawyers’ conduct in other legal 

proceedings i.e. tortious standard of care. 
 

 Constructive in Assisting Individuals in Specific Cases  Generally more beneficial to younger/less 
experienced lawyers. Also, the rules are only helpful to legal practitioners if they are not too broad 
and aspirational. They can be used to justify or explain themselves to clients in a particular case.  

 

 Demonstrates the Profession’s Commitment to Integrity and Public Service  This is a critical issue 
of late due to current public perception that lawyers are dishonest and too ‘commercially 
orientated.’ By creating these laws, the public perception of the legal profession is more likely to be 
trusted and seen as honest and law abiding. Professional rules represent the collective judgement as 
to the standards expected of its members. 
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 A form of Risk Management by Protecting the Public  For example, The Legal Profession Act 2004 
(NSW) s 22, prevents people from practicing law if they are not fit or suitable to do so. This protects 
the public from people that do not know the law itself and people who are dishonest. 

 

 Promotes the Efficient and Effective Administration of Justice  By accepting only the most 
competent and suitable lawyers, then there will be higher client satisfaction and as a consequence, 
a much better administration of justice. 

Should professional rules be positive or aspirational, brief or detailed? 

 Aspirational / Broad Professional Rules 
- Advantages: May motivate lawyers to higher standards of conduct. 
- Disadvantages: May be seen as futile by lawyers and as a consequence disregarded, public may 

believe that lawyers are breaking these rules and thus undermine the legal profession not 
objectively quantifiable. 

 

 Brief / Realistic Set of Professional Rules 
- Advantages: Many lawyers believe that professional responsibility are matters for a lawyer’s 

individual judgment and thus are only required to outline the basic and fundamental rules; may 
encourage lawyers to adhere to standards because standards are so easy to adhere to; easy for 
professional bodies to evaluate whether misconduct has occurred. 

- Disadvantages: Public perception that lawyer’s professional responsibilities are minimal, may not 
give lawyers the appropriate guidelines in making decisions. 
 

If rules are too onerous then Brennan J states that lawyers may affirm them as being firm and that limits 
rather than inspires conduct.  

Fusion of Barristers & Solicitors 

 The Legal Profession Act 2004 (NSW) s 31(1) (Admission) 
 The Supreme Court may admit persons as lawyers in accordance with this Part.  
 

 The Legal Profession Act 2004 (NSW) s 34(1) (Admission) 
The Supreme Court can only admit or enrol persons as lawyers, and cannot admit or enrol persons 
as barristers, solicitors or legal practitioners. 

 

 Both provisions stress that everyone is admitted as a lawyer as opposed to a barrister or solicitor. 
Previously, this read as ‘legal practitioner’, but now it is required to take out a legal practice 
certificate. 
 

 The Legal Profession Act 2004 (NSW) s 41 (Practicing Certificates) 
 (1) Practicing certificates may be granted under this Part.  

(2) The Bar Council may, on application, grant a practicing certificate to an Australian lawyer 
authorizing the lawyer to practice as a barrister.  
(3) The Law Society Council may, on application, grant a practicing certificate to an Australian 
lawyer authorizing the lawyer to practice as a solicitor and barrister.  
(4) It is a statutory condition of a local practicing certificate that the holder must not hold another 
local practicing certificate, or an interstate practicing certificate, that is in force during the currency 
of the first-mentioned local practicing certificate. 

  

 Therefore, before a lawyer is able to practice, they must first be admitted through s 34 and then 
must acquire a practicing certificate under s 41. 


